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Sparkle, bling, and discretion from Sugar Pop's Jewel. Hidden inside this 
little gem is a travel friendly air pulse vibrator. The Jewel is made of plush 
silicone and features 7 suction patterns. Water resistant, rechargeable, and 
suitable with all lubricants. 

JEWEL0670-34
0670-37 Sugar Pop's Twist features a gyrating shaft and rumbling vibrations. 

Encased in plush silicone, Sugar Pop Twist's innovative technology packs 
stage worthy performance. Water resistant, rechargeable and suitable with 
all lubricants.

TWIST0670-05
0670-07



Harmony by Sugar Pop. A discreet mini vibrator that fits comfortably in the 
palm of your hand. Made of platinum grade silicone, Harmony delivers 
intense pleasure and satisfaction with 8 patterns of vibration. Water resis-
tant, rechargeable, and suitable with all lubricants.

HARMONY0670-14
0670-17 The Aurora by Sugar Pop packs multiple uses into one toy. Aurora's 

handle features 10 patterns of air pulsation technology. The large bulbous 
head produces blissful vibrations via its 3 speeds and 7 functions. Water 
resistant, rechargeable, and suitable with all lubricants.

AURORA0670-24
0670-27



Chantilly by Sugar Pop is a remote-controlled panty vibe made of soft and 
flexible platinum grade silicone. Featuring a powerful magnet to secure 
the toy in the proper position, Chantilly delivers explosive stimulation via 10 
vibration patterns. Chantilly is water resistant, rechargeable, and suitable 
with all lubricants / Remote is not. (C2032 battery included).

CHANTILLY0670-43
0670-44 Daytime pleasures and nighttime satisfaction with Venus from INYA. 

Remotely operated for solo use or for explosive couples play. Powerful, 
comfortable and easy to use, Venus is encapsulated in plush, body safe 
silicone. Rechargeable and suitable with all lubricants.

VENUS0557-44
0557-47



Trendy and compact, Rita by INYA is discreet, rechargeable, and travel 
friendly. Featuring a stimulating textured design made of platinum grade 
silicone, Rita has 10 exhilarating settings. Water resistant and suitable with 
all lubricants.

RITA0557-24
0557-27 Symphony by INYA - A multifunctional contoured vibrator featuring three 

motors providing powerful g spot vibrations while sensually stimulating the 
clitoris with exciting air pulse technology. Water resistant and Rechargeable. 
Suitable with all lubricants. Made of platinum grade silicone.

SYMPHONY0557-34
0557-35



Constructed of premium ABS plastic, the classic 7” vibrator by Chroma is 
reimagined as a rechargeable wonder. Sleek and powerful, the intensity of 
Chroma is easily controlled and features multi-speed and functions. Avail-
able in a variety of colors, Chroma Vibes are water resistant and suitable 
with all lubricants.

7" RECHARGEABLE VIBE 0305-14 0305-18
0305-15
0305-17

0305-19



Add a little bit of sparkle with Starlet by Revel. Exciting air pulse technology 
delivers life like suction stimulation. Encased in a swirl of plush silicone, 
Starlet is rechargeable, water resistant, and suitable with all lubricants.

STARLET0675-34
0675-37 Pixie by Revel features a flexible curved shaft with bulbous head for 

maximum g spot stimulation. Pixie is rechargeable, made of platinum grade 
silicone and available in assorted colors. Water resistant and suitable with 
all lubricants.

PIXIE0675-24
0675-25
0675-27



Noma by Revel offers a fun-sized discreet wand that fits perfectly in the 
palm of your hand. Noma stimulates with smooth sensations from its con-
toured head. Made of super soft silicone, Noma is travel friendly, water 
resistant, and rechargeable. Suitable with all lubricants.

NOMA0675-54
0675-55 Vera by Revel features throbbing air pulse technology to deliver fluttering 

sensations to all the right places. Made of super soft silicone, Vera is travel 
friendly, water resistant, and rechargeable. Suitable with all lubricants.

VERA0675-44
0675-45



Portable and discreet, the Winx by Revel features a vibrating bullet and 
wireless remote for solo use or with a partner. Winx bullet is rechargeable, 
made of platinum grade silicone and available in assorted colors. Bullet is 
Water resistant / Remote is not. Suitable with all lubricants. CR2032 battery 
for remote included.

WINX0675-74
0675-77 Exhilarating stimulation inside and out, the Galaxy by Revel will have 

you seeing stars. Made of super soft silicone, Galaxy is powered by two 
motors and features 10 exhilarating vibration patterns. Water resistant, 
rechargeable, and suitable with all lubricants.

GALAXY0675-64
0675-67



This dazzling trainer kit includes three chrome-plated  plugs in graduated 
sizes, shaped for effortless penetration. Ideal for training solo or with a 
partner, these are body safe and available in a variety of colors, shapes, 
and sizes. Suitable with all lubricants.

3PC. METAL PLUG KIT 0960-01 0960-03
0960-02 0960-04



Thor by Renegade is a remote-controlled prostate massager - featuring a 
flexible shaft and a warming function for elevated temperature sensation 
- guaranteed to offer explosive stimulation. Made of body safe plush 
silicone, Thor features a remote control for solo play or with a partner. Thor 
is rechargeable, water resistant, and suitable with all lubricants.

THOR1102-57
Pump it up with Renegade’s Bulge, a powerful suction pump featuring 
intense vibrations. Slide into the super-soft silicone stroker sleeve and 
discover three modes of intense suction and vibration. Made from acrylic 
and ABS this pump is a must for the ultimate collection. Easy to clean and 
compatible with all lubricants.

BULGE PUMP1124-33



Light up the night with Cosmo's holographic restraints. Accented with Rose 
Gold nickle free hardware and fully adjustable for universal fit. Made from 
easy to clean Vinyl. 

COSMO BONDAGE KIT WRIST CUFFS HOGTIE
BLINDFOLD ANKLE CUFFS BALL GAG
COLLAR & LEASH FLOGGER PADDLE

1313-00
1313-01
1313-02

1313-03
1313-04
1313-05

1313-06
1313-07
1313-08
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